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The Tao Oracle is a visual I-Ching- a beautiful and dazzling new tool for self transformation,
enlightenment, and personal growth"Meditation is that hundred and eighty degree turn that
strengthens our capacity to trust, as it puts us in touch with a silent, guiding force that is far greater
than ourselves in its wisdom, support and sustaining capacity. To relax into the flow of the Tao in its
unfoldment is to experience being 'at home in life.' This meditation takes us to what has been called
the still point, the center of the cyclone, the great silence, the inner Himalayan peaks." --Ma
PadmaThe Tao Oracle is a "visual I-Ching." It features no coins, no sticks, but cards featuring
paintings, symbols, colors and key words, along with a clear, simple book to help you interpret the
results. The Tao Oracle speaks to the individual through a language of archetypes and symbolism
that can expose a deeper truth of the dynamics of change as it impacts our daily lives.
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Deal with the here and now effectively with this in-depth divination tool. The ancient Chinese
method of acquiring wisdom, the I-Ching, comes alive through the awesome art work of the Tao
Oracle by Ma Deva Padma. This deck makes the I-Ching entirely accessible to beginners, and the
cards' depth and beauty is sure to captivate even advanced practitioners of divination.From my
dabblings with divinatory devices, I believe I can go out on a limb and say that this is the best new
divination tool of the year 2002. Padma is also known for the beautiful Osho Zen Tarot, a Tarot deck
designed for those concerned with living fully in the present moment. Besides artwork you can just

melt right into, there are a lot of other things going for the Tao Oracle.First, I don't know how you
could just pass this deck up on the shelf without giving it a second, or third look. Its earth-toned,
sturdy outer packaging depicts card #27, "The corners of the mouth". The card shows a meditative,
serene face with a white flowering tree superimposed over the right side of the face. It denotes the
importance of achieving body-mind balance towards maintaining good health.The cards themselves
are named, numbered, and each includes extremely helpful word associations. The card's I-Ching
symbol appears in the lower right and special symbols created by Padma are on the lower left to
help emphasize the natures at work in the I-Ching symbol.At the top, a Yin-Yang symbol depicts the
colors associated with the hexagram, which again, reinforce the duality of forces at work on the
card. Sometimes these forces are in harmony, reinforcing each other, sometimes they conflict,
showing challenges to be overcome.
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